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The Georgia View
ANNUAL FAMILY PWSAGA PICNIC
What’s better than spending the afternoon cheering on the Braves? Well, cheering them on
with your PWSAGA family, of course! This year’s picnic found the Georgia PWS families
enjoying an afternoon together at Sun Trust Park, and it was a great success! We had 62
people attend, with 2 newer families joining the group.
Everyone had a great time, and the PWS kids got to hang out
together while the parents visited between cheering for home
runs and chopping the Braves
into extra innings. We were
Some of the PWS participants
fortunate to have seats in a
shaded area, which was
wonderful with the temps
topping out the in low 90s that
afternoon. We would like to
thank everyone for coming out
and reconnecting with the
chapter.
Dakota World & family

PENCIL US IN
UPCOMING EVENTS

September 28-29

Fall Family Retreat @ Stone Mountain
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Scholarships for National Convention
The board is inviting all residents of Georgia to complete an application for a scholarship that
will cover their registration fees of the PWSA (USA) National Convention scheduled for
October 23-26 in Orlando, Florida. Eligible for the scholarships are: persons with PWS, their
siblings, and their parents or legal guardians. If the application is granted, the chapter will pay
the fees directly to PWSA (USA). Those who have already registered, can submit an
application as well, and, if granted, their registration fees will be refunded.
There is funding available for at least 50 attendees, and the only criteria for the application is
the awardees’ be related to a person with PWS. No financial need or information is required.
The board is encouraging all attending the convention to complete this application.
Attendees will pay their other expenses including their transportation costs and hotel
accommodations, as well as the cost of the gala dinner if they wish to attend it. When
completing the application, proof of a hotel reservation confirmation needs to be provided.
Some conditions apply.
Please email our executive director at pwsaga@earthlink.net for further info to receive a copy
of the application. The deadline to submit applications is September 1, 2019. Details of the
conference and hotel accommodation bookings are at www.pwsausa.org
Thanks to the state of Georgia and DBHDD for providing funding which makes this and many
of our programs possible.
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Educational Seminar Recap
On April 27, 2019, PWSAGA hosted an educational seminar in Sandy Springs.
Attendees were treated to a wide range of informative topics. Dr. Jessica Duis, a geneticist
from Vanderbilt University, saw an unmet medical need in the PWS community. Being the
sibling of a woman with PWS as well as a geneticist, she oﬀered insight into how the medical
community operates. She is very aware of the challenges we as families face in regards to
seeing multiple specialist for our loved ones’ many medical concerns, and she addressed this
need with a PWS clinic. Since she can’t personally see everyone with PWS, she is putting her
studies and papers online supporting basic PWS protocol ranging from: everyone with PWS
should be on HGH due to the impact on their lean muscle mass and its impact on IQ levels,
and to limiting carbs and processed sugars and replacing them with protein and water. For
more information on Dr. Duis and her studies visit praderwilliclinic@vumc.org.
Bailey Koch, the founder of Atlanta Pediatric Nutrition, spoke about nutrition with time
spent discussing probiotics helping with constipation, the benefits of Omega 3 Fatty acids, and
MCT Oil helping with gherlin levels. Discussions of amounts and brands broke out among the
attendees with parents helping parents with personal experiences and advice.
Drew Early, an attorney with Scewmaker and Scewmaker discussed guardianship and
diﬀerent kinds of trust funds including a conventional support trust, often referred to as a
Special Needs Trust, and a supplemental needs trust. Even those who have already
established a trust via their wills found they wanted to revisit their trusts as Mr. Early brought
up many valid points with pros and cons to each.
Our own Lisa Matesevac shared details about many new studies taking place regarding
PWS and PWS related medical issues. There are numerous ones taking place, and the drug
companies are anxious to get enough people enrolled in their studies. Everyone is encouraged
to look at the list of drug studies and surveys and see if their person with PWS will qualify. We
need 500 people to participate so that all the studies can be filled.
Hailee Hunt-Hawkins, familiar to many of us as the Research Coordinator from PraderWilli Syndrome Research at Vanderbilt University and Elizabeth Roof’s righthand-woman,
spoke from the heart as she discussed the challenges and concerns attendees mentioned to
her in person just that day. She gave the group aﬃrmation and understanding with her witty
sense of humor and down to earth style. Although we all know it to be true, it just helps to have
someone remind us of a couple things like arguing with or lecturing to someone with PWS
doesn’t help.
And our own Debbie Lange discussed Georgia’s waivers for people with disabilities, and
the diﬀerences between them and how to apply for them. She was encouraging all to start the
application process because of the lengthy waiting list and the slow processing rate.
All presenters have provided their notes/Powerpoint slides for our membership to view.
Those were emailed out. If you failed to receive those and need them resent, please contact
our executive director whose contact is on page 11 of this newsletter. This seminar was oﬀered
free of charge to the chapter's membership thanks to DBHDD and the state of Georgia.
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Life is Better Together
Remember that overwhelming first of life
as a special needs parents of endless
doctor appointments and adjusting to a
new normal? On March 24, we hosted
our Young Moms Gathering. This is a
unique opportunity for our moms with
children 12 and under to connect with

each other, share stories and resources, and
just hang out with someone who gets it!
Social media is a great tool but can’t replace
face to face conversations.
We encourage all of our families join in our
state or national conferences and gatherings.
Plans are in the works for our Stone Mountain
retreat on September 28th & 29th. We want to connect with all of our families so that no
one has to walk this journey alone!
By Andrea Warren
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2019 PWSAGA Meetings and Events Calendar
(rev 2/12/19)

Here’s a copy of our chapter’s working calendar. Enjoy your summer and plan to join us in
September at Stone Mountain for our Fall Family Retreat. (And yes, we picked a weekend
that UGA isn’t playing, and Tech is away at Temple so it’s not local. We know how ya’ll
think).

August

PWSAGA Newsletter distributed

September 28-29

Fall Family Retreat @ Stone Mountain

October 25-26

National Convention in Orlando, FL

November 2

One Small Step Kickball Tournament, Atlanta

November 13-17

International PWS Conference in Havana, Cuba

November

PWSAGA Newsletter distributed

February

PWSAGA Newsletter distributed

There will be several Prader-Willi Syndrome conferences this
fall including on the national and international levels. We
encourage you to participate in these as you find you can. If
you will be traveling to a conference, let us know and we will
help you connect with other Georgia families making the same
trip. For further information or questions you might have
regarding specific conferences, please contact the individual
organization.
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Only

10 More in next 3 days

PATH for PWS is still enrolling and is seeking 10 more participants age 12 and older. What
are the benefits of participating?
1. $100 Amazon gift card for completing the 14 required surveys.
2. Ability to view how your responses compare to others who have completed the surveys.
3. A dedicated place where information is stored and available for you to access at any
time.
4. Enhancing our collective knowledge of serious medical event that occur in the PWS
population.
To learn more and enroll visit www.PATHforPWS.com. Need help....call (760)420-5878. If it
has been more that 2 weeks and you haven't received your gift card, email
info@PATHforPWS.com for assistance. Deadline is June 30.

PATH for PWS (Paving the way for Advances in Treatments &
Health for PWS) is a natural history study to advance the
understanding of medical events in people with PWS.
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Meet the New Board
The new board is oﬀ to a strong start, and we would like to take a minute to introduce you to
the new board members. Taking over as President from Dr. Greg Talley is Neal Spradlin. Lisa
Matesevac is now Vice President. Continuing in the position of treasurer is Bob Warren. And I
took over as secretary and newsletter editor. Others joining the board are Tom Underwood,
Scott Avant, and Marina Jones. Positions were voted on at the March members meeting just
before the educational seminar in March. The terms begin July 1 and will run two years. With
all this change, we thought maybe a get-to-know a board member might be helpful. Today’s
board member in the spotlight is on the president, Neal Spradlin.
What are your PWS credentials? (Relationship and role with someone with PWS)?
Our youngest daughter Christina (16) has PWS. We have two other children Amy (22) and
Brooke (18). We were connected to PWSAGA shortly after Christina was born and have
been blessed to develop many close friends over the years. We love our PWS family and
are always looking for ways to support the Georgia chapter.
Tell us something about you. Where did you go to school? Degrees? What kind of work
do you do? I graduated from Georgia Tech in 1992 with a degree in Civil Engineering.
After working several years for a private engineering firm, I decided to start my own
company. This was a big decision for our family, but now 20 years later I can honestly say
it has been one of the best things I’ve ever done. Our company is called Capstone
Engineering and focuses primarily on land development projects around south metro
Atlanta.
If you find yourself with a free afternoon, what might we find you doing?
My work can be very demanding, and it is always a challenge to maintain balance with
other things like family and church activities. However, I love to squeeze in a round of golf
as often as possible. I also enjoy deer hunting in the fall and hiking around north Georgia.
What particular strengths do you bring to the board position?
I think a strength that I have is being optimistic. There are lots of challenges with being a
parent, especially when you have a child with special needs. I have a strong tendency to
focus on the positive things when faced with a challenging situation. I think this will help
me to lead our association to accomplish many great things in the future.
Do you have any particular things you would like to achieve while on the board?
The number one thing for me would be to increase the number of members who are
active in the association. It would be great to have events outside of the metro Atlanta
area that would make it easier for families in other parts of the state to be involved. I think
there are also some improvements we can make in becoming more organized and
establishing better communication channels through our website and social media.
Is there anything you would like to tell the chapter members about yourself or what they
might expect?
For me, one of the greatest measures of success is when we are able to connect people
who in turn develop relationships and encourage one another. We all need someone to
lean on every now and then. I hope that PWSAGA can foster those relationships.
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Sibling Stories
In this new segment, siblings of those with PWS are encouraged to share their stories,
feelings or concerns about life as a PWS sibling. This issue Megan Gordon oﬀered to start
us oﬀ and tell us about Katie.

Having a 22 year old twin sister with Prader-Willi Syndrome (PWS) has been one of the
biggest blessings of my life. I have learned so many things, not only about how to treat people,
but how to be a better person through Katie. Katie is one of the most loyal, kind, and loving
people to have as a sister. It hasn’t always been easy, but it has definitely helped to make me
into the person I am today. Without Katie in my life, I don’t know where I would be today. She
allows me to see not only what’s on the outside of the people, but the inside. She truly
welcomes people from all backgrounds of life with open arms, and loves them for whom they
are. I really think all of us can learn much from Katie and others with PWS.
Megan Gordon
B.S. (UGA), Master’s student (nursing) at the University of Augusta GA.

The Gordon girls l-r: Katie, Megan & Claire

!
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Make sure we have current contact
information for you and your loved
ones’ supporter so that you will be
updated as many of the dates and
times of events have not been
finalized at the time of this
newsletter. Send corrected contact
information to
pwsaga@earthlink.net
Database Updating
We just wanted to let you know that we are
under going a database update over the
summer. There is a very good chance you
will be hearing from our intern (who happens
to be the brother of one of our very own) as
he emails and calls to check contact info for
your loved one with PWS. Don’t be alarmed.
We are just updating basic contact info as
we are inputting it into our new system.
Thanks for your cooperation.

Crisis Support
If the person with PWS is experiencing a
crisis, know that you can reach out to our
executive director who is experienced in
dealing with school issues and medical
situations. Contact info is to the left of this
box.

Mission Statement
To provide information, education, and
family support that will empower people
with Prader-Willi Syndrome to lead
quality lives as productive citizens.
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Letter from the Editor
The chapter has been very busy since the last newsletter. We hosted a wonderfully engaging and
informative educational seminar thanks to the hard work of Lisa Matesevac. We welcomed the
mothers of the younger kids and newly diagnosed ones at the Young Moms’ Gathering thanks to
Andrea Warren and Angie Spradlin who served as hostesses for the event. And we held our
annual family picnic which was at an Atlanta Braves game thanks to the organizational skills and
planning of Bob Warren and Scott Avant.
While the summer calendar may look a little empty to you, it will be busy for the board as we
work toward migrating to a new database, which will help us keep you better informed while
keeping us more organized with a more powerful sorting engine. We feel that this will help us
connect with each of you in a more timely fashion on things that matter the most to you.
The next quarter will be no less exciting with the Fall Family Retreat returning to Stone Mountain
again this year. We are currently working out the details both for the social aspect and the
program. It is shaping up to be a great event. And the national and international conventions will
be in the fall. Please read page 2 for information regarding scholarships for national’s fees.
PATH for PWS update. . . Looking for the last 10 of 500 people to join in the next 3 days! If you
have not already done so, please complete the surveys. If you have, log in and check if your 6
month reviews are due. This is the best way to convince drug companies that we as a community
is dedicated to doing everything we can to help our loved ones with PWS.
And we have a new piece this issue thanks to Megan Gordon who was willing to share her
experiences as a sibling of a person with PWS. We would love to hear from others!

Georgia
Association
for PraderWilli
Syndrome,
Inc.
505 Lakeland
Plaza #327
Cumming, GA
30040
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